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“Love Warriors is powerful and educates us to see our common humanity.  
Equality in marriage is a human rights issue.  Read this book and get 

engaged for justice!” 
~Dolores Huerta, Civil Rights Leader and Co-Founder of the United Farm Workers 

 
“If you want your opinions about the most important social issue of our time based on reason and 

facts this book is your MUST READ.” 
~Don Clark, PhD, Author of Loving Someone Gay 

 
“A must read for anyone concerned about equality and justice.  If you aren’t a Love Warrior before 

reading this book, you will be when you’re done." 
~Ed Fallon, Former Iowa State Representative 

 
 

Recent polls indicate a majority of Americans support marriage equality, but targeted attacks 

funded by the religious right have passed Constitutional Amendments through state ballot 

initiatives that have prevented and repealed legislative and judicial gains in LGBT equality 

across the country.  Despite promises from President Obama and the National Democratic 

Congressional leadership, legislative efforts to repeal “Defense of Marriage Act” or lift the 

“Don’t Ask Don’t Tell” policy at the national level have stalled. LOVE WARRIORS : 

THE RISE OF THE MARRIAGE EQUALITY MOVEMENT AND WHY IT 

WILL PREVAIL  (Create Space/September 2010/ $24.95), a new book by acclaimed 

author and psychologist Davina Kotulski, builds on her first book Why You Should Give a 

Damn About Gay Marriage (Advocate Books/April 2004/$12.95)  by offering sage advice from 

lessons learned from the struggle so far and provides readers with facts and information to 

intelligently discuss the personal and political barriers and triumphs of this worldwide civil 

rights movement to date.   

 

LOVE WARRIORS shares an urgent yet inspiring message for those seeking to enlist as 

Love Warriors and collectively work together as the generation responsible for ending legal 

discrimination against LGBT Americans.  



 

LOVE WARRIORS  is a compelling and comprehensive guide that through facts and 

compelling stories helps people better understand common misconceptions and challenge 

religious opposition and arguments.   Kotulski reviews the Constitutional promise of both 

equal protection under the law and religious freedom protection and explains how they can 

continue to peacefully co-exist after marriage equality is the law of the land nationally.   

 

LOVE WARRIORS provides an emotionally charged wake-up call to inspire action 

through compassionate, engaging advocacy—what Kotulski describes as the power of  love 

and compassion-in-action to affect meaningful change and transform the conversation from 

contentious controversial debate into open hearted dialogue focused on our shared common 

humanity.   “We must eliminate discrimination and usher in equality and respect for diversity 

because it is the right thing to do and make it a better place for all,” said Kotulski, “Love 

Warriors lays out a collective road map for us to do so.”  
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